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17.Identify them from left to right, using
the letters C, D, and I to indicate
Corinthian, Doric and Ionic: ___, ____, ____ 

18.Phi Beta Kappa is a Greek acronym for: 
   a.Love of learning is the guide of life
   b.The unexamined life is not worth living
   c.A sound mind in a sound body
   d.New structures on ancient foundations
 
19.Which Greek city was once the only one in
Europe with a Jewish majority?
   a.Thessaloniki
   b.Ioannina
   c.Rhodes
   d.Corfu

20.Both Israel and Greece have blue
and white flags. Can you identify the
following other blue and white flags?
Using the list below, write the first
letter of the country in the box next
to the flag. (Note: there are seven
countries but only five flags): 
Argentina, Denmark, Finland,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Somalia 

A Take-Home
Trivia Event!

Greek Columns

Blue and White

 
a___
 

b___
 
 

c___
 
 

d___
 

e___



1.This deep-fried Roman       Jewish
favorite is called:

a.carciofi alla giudia
b.fiore di mosè
c.rosa di gerusalemme
d.stella d’israele
 

2.The name of which Maccabee is also
a place in modern Israel?

a.Shimon
b.Yochanan
c.Yonatan
d.Elazar

   e.Matityahu 

3.The Cyrillic Alphabet, based on
Greek, was made  by a Christian in:
   a.Albania

b.Bulgaria
c.Croatia

   d.Helvetia
   e.Serbia

4.Which musical contains the lyrics,
"The Greeks are taught their Greek"?
   a.The Sound of Music
   b.My Fair Lady
   c.Oklahoma

d.Annie Get Your Gun

Jewish Italian
10.We just call him, "Alexander the...

 
______________________________"
 

11.Who coined the term “Chanukiah”?
a.Hemda Ben-Yehudah
b.Avraham Ben Maimon
c.Morris Meir
d.Paula Ben Gurion
 

12.Which was the first known case of
octuplets who all survived infancy?

a.California, 2009
b.Italy, 2006
c.Japan, 2001
d.South Africa, 2015
 

13.Who wrote “I Have a Little Dreidel”
in 1927?

a.Samuel S Grossman
b.Kevin. L. Klein
c.Gary R. Greenberg
d.Howard. H. Stone
 

14.How many olives produce 1 qt  EVOO?
   a.4 lbs
   b.7 lbs
   c.11 lbs
   d.18 lbs

15.In how many places did the Greeks
breach the Temple complex?

a.3
b.7
c.13
d.101
 

16.Antiochus’s “middle name”:
a.Theos
b.Eupator
c.Seleucus
d.Apollonias

“The Jewish Bride”
5.What is the
last name of
this Dutch
painter?
  a.Van Rijn
  b.Vermeer
  c.Brueghel
  d.Van Leyden

6.Which country
accounts for
almost half of
global olive oil
production?

a.Spain
b.Italy
c.Tunisia
d.Greece
e.Turkey
 

7.Which Greek
letter, based on
its placement in
the  alphabet,
corresponds to
the Hebrew ח?

a.Eta
b.Upsilon
c.Omicron
d.Omega
e.Xi
 

8.We call it
Greece; Greeks
call it

a.Eleftheria
b.Graecia
c.Hellada

   d.Krita

9.How many
Seleucid kings
were named
Antiochus?

a.Three
b.Four
c.Ten
d.Thirteen
 
 

Not So Great


